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The study determined variations in the choice of colours among the Associateship 
Certificate in Education Students (A.C.E.) who were involved in the 'ACE' Summer pro- 
gramme of the Obafemi Awolowo University. Ife. The study was also carried out to find 
if there can be an established universally acceptable order of colour. 

Two hundred and twenty four student-teachers from one hundred and sixty differ- 
ent primary schools in Oyo and Ondo stato were sewed with the questionnaire on col- 
our preference. 

Result showed that there was no established universal order of colour. The student- 
teachers colour preferences were in the following order: Blue (43-31%), Green (26- 
73%), Purple (16-58%), Red (6-looh), Yellow (3.23%) and Orange (2.76%). 

Based on the result of this study, it was recommended that book designers and pub- 
lishers-should take cognlsance of the colour preferences of teachers. Teachers are in 
a position to influence the types of books to be used in schools and they can also in- 
fluence colour preferences of children one way or the other. 

Introduction 

Colour, like sound is a vibratory phenomenon, each colour can be compared with 
a musical note. Red on one side, can be seen as the colour with the lowest frequency 
(number of vibrations per second) and lowest wave length, and low pitch, while violet. 
at the other end has the highest frequency very high shrill ngte of t i~yt l  pitch (Graves, 
1951). Colour is only one form of radiant energy, a very small section of the colours are 
arranged on the electromagnetic spectrum in this order. Red, Orange, Yellow, Greep, 
Blue and Violet. 

Colour is determined by three elements. They are 'hue', 'crorno' and 'value' The 'hue' 
of cdour refers to the location of a particular colour around the colour wheel. blue, red. 
yellow etc., are names of hue: Munsell (1 941) view cromo as the degree of saturation 
of cdour just like in colour mixing, hue reach their greatest intensity, or strongest crorno 
at different values. Value on the other hand is the degree of darkness or lightness. A 
dark colour for example can be graduated on the colour bar having divisions of one to 
ten. 

Physiologically, colour like sound is subjective and its existence rely solely on the 
sensory apparatus of humans and animals. Colour is sensarion procluced wheri the eye 
gets excited by visible radiant energy of light. The effect of colour sensation is psycho- 
logical, because we perceive different colours differently for example Graves (1951) in 
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his study on colour wave length and its measurement discovered that the gray cdour 
/ seems to reflect about 50 percent of light, whereas the photometric measurement 

shows that middle gray colour reflects only 18 percent of light. 
Colour can be attributed to having life, but it is light that engenders tt. Oguntona 

(1 985), concluded that colour aesthetics may be seen from three perspectives they are: 
impressionism (visually), Expressionism (emotionally) and constructivism (symboli- 
cally). From the view of the impressionists, their interest lies within the problems of the 
influence of colour radiation on man's mind and spirit. An artist for example is inter- 
ested in colour effects, their aesthetic aspect, and the relationship mediated by the eye 
and the brain, colour agents and colour effects in man. 

The Red. Yellow, Violet and Orange colours are regarded as warm colours literally. 
Red is most aggressive, showy and brilliant. Its exertion of power in terms of its constl- 
tuency often neutralizes the effect of adjacent colours when used in a large quantity. 

1 
The blue and green colours can be described as cool and retiring, they both have the 
value of producing quiet effect. When used, it is subduing. The green colour though re- 
tiring and inconspicuous in nature is a very restful colour to the eye. Orange colour is 

I vivid and strong, its luminousity makes it stand out when used in rombination with al- 
' 

most any other colour. (Oguntona. 1904; Talabi, 1979; Graves. 1951). Kegan and Lang 
(1978), in their research on colour linedesign and children onlotion, postulate ttiat none 
of the eight colours used is symbolic of a specific cniotion except black which most of 
the children identify with 'Madness'. The colours the children of age group 6.9, and 12 
years ,old were exposed to, were yellow, green, red, brown, black, purple, blue and 
orange. The colours red, yellow and orange had positive effect and were associated 
with happiness, joy, excitement and love, while the black brown and blue had negative 
effect. The children associated them witti sadness, madness, the feel of shame and 
worry. 

In the study of visual preferences of colour over form among the Yoruba adoles- 
cents, girls were described to exhibit superior performance in their choices because 
colour is an immediately perceived stimulus (Uba 1985). The observed superiority of 

I girls was limited with their domestic expcricrlces in pottery, basketry, clothes prod,uc- 
lion, dyeing, spinning, appliqueing and bead work. 

In the study of colour preference and niotor skills arnong ctiildren age 7-10 years 
Adeyanju and Adeyanju (1988) observed that colour choice was sex bias. Male sub- 
jects c!loose red colours, while fcrnnles prefer blue colour. 

Forshaw (1976a) coriductecl a c o l o ~ ~ r  prcfcrcrice test among 100 mature females 

i students of horne econornics at Advariced Tcactier's College. Zaria. He noted the order 

! of preferences in the desceridirig order; blue. red, green, violet (or purple) orange and 
yellow. Eysenck (1941) had the snrne reconciliatory result as Forshaw (1976a). How- 
ever. Eikenberry (1977) found no fixed order of colour ?reference. Eysenck (1941) in 
his study had blue and red as co lo~~rs  most preferred but among Hausa subjects. the 
two colours red and blue fell i r i  tllc lower 33 perccrlt of colour preference IisI . . .  it was 
reported that orange and ycllow were prcfcrrcd over red arid blue, but less ttiari green 
and violet. 

According to Gramza and Witt (19GO) colour prcfererice is influenced by age. Per- 
haps, there could be all cxisterice of i~~iiversai order of colour preference where same 
category of people are ir~volvecl for exarriple, a large riumber of female subjects may 
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always influenced researches on colour preference choice which could be blue (For- 
shaw, 1 976). 

The purpose of this study therefore is to determine the colour preference of Yoruba 
student-teachers in the Associateship Certificate in Education (Part-Time) Summer Pro- 
gramme of the Institute of Education, Obafemi Awoiowo University, ile-lfe in January 
1987. 

Subjects 
Forty one males and one hundred and eighty three females served as subjects for 

the study. They were selected fiom among a total of 568) subjects using random sarnp- 
ling technique for males and females separately based on their population. Thirty nine 
males and one hundred and seventy eight females completed and returned the ques- 
tionnaire administered same day, under the normal classroom situation. 

Test Instrument 
Instrument for the study consisted of: 

(i) Questionnaire and 
(ii) Coloured chips. 

The coloured chips were of slze 2112" x 8 each. They are Crlmson red, scarab green. 
bright blue, golden yellow, bright orange and violet. The coloured chips used were six 
out of eighteen (18) basic colours of which when combined 50/50 ratio will give over 
80 additional shade coloured systems. Theywere produced by the Goats group of com- 
panies 50150 offset coloured guide. Two sheets of papers were also used. They are 
Aeroart, Double Medium lOOlb (170gsm) made by Reed Paper and Board Sales Ltd., 
and Dover Opaque snow white Cartridge, Double Medium 801b (1  36gsrn) made by the 
WigginsTeape Group. The six coloured chips used lor the study were of equal subjec- 
tive brightness. The 'spectrum yellow' is a brilliant yellow, when compared *ith the 
'Spectrum blue' which is much darker than the 'Spectrum red'. 

Procedure 
The administration of the tests were done in class. The six coloured chips were 

pasted three each on the white 'cartridge' paper in linear order. The colours were ran- 
domly numbered as follows: (1) for green, (2) for blue, (3) for yellow. (4) for red (5) for 
videt and (6) for orange. The charts were then mounted on the chalkboard. The sub- 
jects were instructed to study the six colours. Later they were asked to indicate by writ- 
ing, using serial numbers one to six for matching the six coloured chips according to 
their preferences. The invigilator then went round to check on how subjects followed 
the instruction. 

Descriptive statistics were used to analyse data on colour preference test. 
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Table i: Colour Preference of Subjects in Percentage 

N (217) 
Hue Percen: Choicz 

Blue 43.31 
Green 26.73 
Videt 16.58 
Red 6.10 
Yellow 3.23 . 
Orange 2.76 

Generally, blue colour was most preferred by subjects (43.31%) as Indicated in the 
Table 1. Green was next, with (26.73%) followed by violet colour with (16.58%). (6.10%) 
of subjects chose red. This choice is followed by yellow with (3.23%). Orange colour 
was the least preferred colour. 

TaMe 2: Colour Preference of Male and Female Subjects in order of Preference 
- 

Female (N = 178) Male (N - 39) 
Hue Choice % Hue Choice % 

Blue 79 44.38 Green 18 46.15 
Green 43 24.16 Blue 15 38.46 
Violet 33 18.54 red 3 7.69 
Red 10 5.62 Violet 3 7.69 
Yellow 7 3.93 Yellow 0 000 
Orange 6 3.37 Orange 0 0 00 

The male colour preference when compared with the female does not iridicate a univer- 
sal order of colour. While (44.38%) of females first ctioice was blue. the male choice 
was green, and that represents (46.15O/0). A~?c;L:~ twenty-four percent (24.16%) of  the fe- 
maleschoose green as their second preferred colour. (3846%) of males i nd i ca td  pref- 
erence for blue colour as the second choice. For red and violet colour (7.69Y0) of the 
males indicated the two colours as their third prcfererice. Norle of the male sut)jects 
choose yellow or orange but (3.93OL) and (3.37%) of fernales choose yellow arid orariye 
as the least preferred colour. 

Table 3: Colour Preference of Subjects from two other Students 

Eikenberry (1977) N (1 44) Forshaw ( 1  976) N (100) - . -. . - . - - 
Hue Percent Hue P(trcer11 

Choice Ctioice 
Green 27.2 Blue 29 

.'Red 25.1 R cd 25 
Blue 23.1 Grocn 2 1 
Yellow 7.9 Viold 9 
Orange 7.8 Orar~gc 9 
Violet 7 1 Yellow 

- 
7 

-- 

- .-. . 

Preserit Slucly N (21 7) ---- - 
Hue Percerll 

Grocri 26.73 
violet 1 6  58 
nrxf G .  10 
Ycllow 3 73 
Ornrigc . 2 76 
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Table 3 presents colour preference from three studies. Subjects from two of the 
studies Forshaw (1 976) and the present study made the blue colour their best preferred 
colour while in Eikenberry's study (1977) green was the first chaice. About forty three 
(43.31) percent of subjects in the present study choose Hue as first choice while only 
(29%) cf subjects in Forshaw study made blue their first choice. There Is also agree- 
ment between Eikenberry and Forshaw's subjects in terms of second preferred cdour. 
Red was their second choice with about same percentage of subjects (25.1 %) for Eiken- 
berry and 25 percent for Forshaw choosing red. However the choice of second 
preferrd colour in the present study was green with 26.73 percent of the subjects 
preferring that colour. 

Besides the first two choice of colour in which two of the three studies are in agree- 
ment all other choices are mixed up. While blue colour was the first choice of subjects 
in Forshaw (1976) and the present study, it was the third choice of Eikenberry's (1977) 
subjects. Furthermore, while yellow war, the fourth choice of Eikenberry's (1977) sub- 
jects, it was the least preferred by Forshaw's subjects and second to the last in the pres- 
ent study. Orange colour was fifth choice of subjects in both Elkenberry (19771 and 
Forshaw (1976) studies. Orange was the last choice of subjects In this studv 

Discussions 

Results from this study indicate the colour preference of subjects to be in the follow- 
ing order of choice from best to the least preferred: blue, green, violet, red, yellow and 
orange. The blue colour as the best preferred colour in this study is in agreement with 
the stlidies of Forshaw (1978) and Eysenck (1941) but Is at variance with the study of 
Eikenberry. One interesting observation is that while subjects in Forstiaws study and 
the present study and Eikenberry's were Nigerians, Eysenek's (1941) were Western 
subjects. The question is do Nigerians have the same colour choice- blue as their best 
colouP 

Though the best preferred colour in this study Is blue, but this cannot be a true re- 
flection of choice when sex of the subject is taken into consideration. The fact that fe- 
males formed the bulk of the subjects in this study does not allow the effect of male 
choice to be seen. When colour preference by sex was looked at, differences in cdour  
preference is observed. The best colour for female subjects is Mue, but for males, green 
was indicated. In fact a greater percentage of males (46.15%) preferred the green c d -  
our to the percentage (44.38%) of female subjects who made blue as their first colour 
preference. This result is consistent with that of Forshaw (1976) who found that blue 
was the colour preference of the female subjects used. 

The blue and green colours have been described as cool and retiring and Incon- 
spicuous in nature, as oppdsed to the aggressive and showy brilliance of red (Graves. 
1951, Oguntona, 1984 and thlabi 1979) they still have attraction for human being as 
evidenced by their se1ections.a~ best preferred. This is probably a reflection of human 
nature In that tho average individual terld to stir tho rriiddle course just like the blue and 
green colours occt,~py the mlddle section on the colour bar. 

The findings of this study indicate blue and green as most preferred colours by Yoru- 
ba teachers. The cholce of blue and red as the two most preferred colours in Eysenck's 
(1941) study is not in agreement with this study. 

. - 



~ + D H W E ~ ,  !he c h i c e  of blue 1s in 2greement with Eysenck's (1941). Forshaw (1976) 
&so had Uue as ths most preferred cdour in his study of one hundred female subjects. 
The choice of blue Is in agreement with r,C.:s study but all other cholces dWers. 

I It can be condcded that there Is no any fixed cdour order of cdour preference In 
this study since E;!senck1s (1941) study among white subjects had their cdour pref- 

I erences in these order: blue, red, green, vldet (purple) orange and ydlow. Eikenbeny's 
(7977) study had :-:is own choice in these order: green, red. Mue, yellow, orange and 

i 
kslet. This study irdicate the colour preferences among the Yoruba leaciiers in this 
order, bjue, green. violet, red, yellow and orange. 

Lm@h?Jon 

The effect cdour plays on designed instructional materials cannot be overstated 
Teachersand parcnts would testify to the kind of textbooks the pupils appreciate most. 
Children want co!oured chalk. coloured pencils and illustrated books that require c d -  
ouring. 

Also print-media meant fcr wide circulation may be better appreciated when blue 
cdour is printed cn white material as this study indicated. 

Publishers shculd therefore note the colour preferences of the teachers before pro- 
ducing massively :he various text books, since the choice of covers the tenchers like, 
may in3uence thc pupils' choice. Besides, teachers may be found in the areas of rec- 
ommerding text 2mks meant lor the pupils use. 

Simi!zrly, the institutions having fine art department, audio- visual centres and food 
:echndogy depattment would benefit from the result making various us0 of cdours in 
li:w V J ? ~  :he indic.?,!ed colour preference in this study. 
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